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This cute wlw love story follows Andie and her jealous/longing relationship with her best friend, Ivy. It’s realistic fiction and not part of series though I wish it was because I want to follow Ivy and Andie more!

I was interested to read this book because the insert was so descriptive of Andie’s feelings and to be honest, I really needed a good read so I was kind of relying on this book to give me that.

This book is about Ivy finding a girl she really likes (a once in a lifetime occurrence) which makes Andie jealous, because she’s liked Ivy forever. I was really pulled into this book because of all the hurt Andie was feeling and the pain Ivy was pushing onto her. The cover is very accurate of depicting what happens in the book especially because of Andie hiding around the corner, longing for Ivy and for Dot to just go away.

The type of people that might enjoy this book might be people that like subtle love stories and people that like LGBTQIA+ books. There are several mature topics mentioned so please be cautious of that if you are interested in reading this book. I would give this book an 8/10 and would recommend it.
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